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Orcs
The orc species is made up of different races, from
Lesser  Goblins  to  Giant  Ogres,  and  everything  in
between. They live in caverns, dark forests and old
ruins, and their societies are like primitive tyrannies
where “Might is Right”. The orcs are cousins of the
Ettins, or they stem directly from them (as well as
from Arbîs and Khemetians from far away and long
ago), and are normally not attacked by Ettins – and
even seem to hold some power over them, via their
Shamans. 

The DV mod for armour has been included in the
creature's DV in the statistics blocks! By default, all
orcs can be assumed to have +2 on all skills unless
stated otherwise, or +4 for Leaders and +6 for Chiefs
and  +15  for  Stamina,  +6  for  Tracking  and  +2
Perception.  All  orcs  have  +3  disease  resistance,  +1
heat  resistance  and  +2  poison  resistance,  unless
otherwise stated.

All  orcs  suffer  from a fear  of  open water  (phobia
level 1, see Flaws) and also a fear of the Sun (phobia
level 2, or level 1 for black ogres and black orcs). 

Orcs have yellowish, brown, grey, green, reddish or
black skin, and some come with yellowish or white
fur. They have cold red, white or yellow eyes that
light up in the night like a cat's eyes. 

Orcish Shamans
All  the  orc  races  can  also  produce  Shamans,
otherwise normal orcs able to cast one or more Orc
Spells (see Sorcery). These Shamans are identical in
statistics to the “Leader” version of the race, but are
able  to  cast  D6  spells  as  Weak  (1-5  on  a  D6)  or
Normal (6) spells.

Black Ogre Black Ogre Leader Black Ogre Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +5 +5 +5
Weight (lbs) ≈450 ≈450 ≈450
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +45 +45 +45
Combat
Fright mod -3 -3 -3
OV +6 +9 +10
DV +18 (+14 MI) +19 (+14 MI) +19 (+14 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage D6 or Weapon +2 D6 or Weapon +2  D6 or Weapon +2
HP 45 54 66

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Huge mace D8 -2 +1/-2 +2 10
Huge dagger (short sword) D8 -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Medium +2 +3 -2
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Armour MS
Mail shirt (+3 DV) -1
Helmet (+1 DV)

BLACK  OGRE  &  ORCS:  These  exceedingly  cruel  races  of  orcs  have  been  bred  solely  for  war  and
destruction. They often function as bodyguards and the elite shock forces of the orcish war-bands.

Black Orc Black Orc Leader Black Orc Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +1 +1 +1
Weight (lbs) ≈200 ≈200 ≈200
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +45 +45 +45
Combat
Fright mod -1 -1 -1
OV +3 +6 +10
DV +17 (+16 MI) +18  (+16 MI) +19 (+16 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage Weapon Weapon Weapon 
HP 20 26 34

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Sword D10 +0 -2/+2 +2 -
Composite bow D6 - -1/+3 +4 50
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Medium +2 +3 -2
Armour MS
Mail shirt (+3 DV) -1
Helmet (+1 DV)
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Common Orc Common Orc Leader Common Orc Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +0 +0 +0
Weight (lbs) ≈160 ≈160 ≈160
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +40 +40 +40
Combat
Fright mod +0 +0 +0
OV +2 +5 +9
DV +15 (+16 MI) +16 +18 (+16 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage Weapon Weapon Weapon 
HP 16 22 30
Weapon Weapon Weapon Weapon

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Sickle-shaped sword D8 + 1 -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Javelin D6 -1 -1/+1 +2 25
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -1
Armour MS
Laminated (+3 DV) -2
Helmet (+1 DV)
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Giant Ogre Giant Ogre Leader Giant Ogre Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +7 +7 +7
Weight (lbs) ≈800 ≈800 ≈800
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +50 +50 +50
Combat
Fright mod -4 -4 -4
OV +9 +10 +10
DV +19 (+13 MI) +19 (+13 MI) +19 (+13 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage D6 or Weapon +3 D6 or Weapon +3 D6 or Weapon +3
HP 62 74 90
Weapon Weapon Weapon Weapon

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Longsword (1H) D12 +0 -2/+2 +4 -
Huge dagger (short sword) D8 -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Medium +2 +3 -2
Armour MS
Laminated (+3 DV) -2
Helmet (+1 DV)
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Goblin Goblin Leader Goblin Chief
General Demi-Human
Size -2 -2 -2
Weight (lbs) ≈110 ≈110 ≈110
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Riding +1 +4 +7
Stealth +6 +6 +6
Tracking +8 +8 +8
Tempo +30 +30 +30
Combat
Fright mod +1 +1 +1
OV +0 +3 +7
DV +14 (+16 MI) +15  (+16 MI) +16
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage Weapon Weapon Weapon
HP 11 14 18
Weapon Weapon Weapon Weapon

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Curved short sword D6 -2 -2/+2 +0 -
Short self bow D4 - -1/+3 +4 35
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -2
Armour
Boiled leather (+2 DV)
Helmet (+1 DV)

GOBLIN: The Goblin, also called Lesser Orc, is almost as numerous as the common orc, but is smaller, and
more greenish-black in complexion. The goblin is a most excellent tracker and work mostly as scouts and
skirmishers for the orc tribes in Thulê. Goblins often keep wolves in their lairs as protection, but also as
riding animals for raids outside in the night. 
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Half-Orc Half-Orc Leader Half-Orc Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +0 +0 +0
Weight (lbs) ≈160 ≈160 ≈160
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +40 +40 +40
Combat
Fright mod +0 +0 +0
OV +2 +5 +9
DV +15 (+16 MI) +16 +18 (+16 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage Weapon Weapon Weapon 
HP 16 22 30
Weapon Weapon Weapon Weapon

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Sickle-shaped sword D8 + 1 -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Javelin D6 -1 -1/+1 +2 25
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -2
Armour MS
Laminated (+3 DV) -2
Helmet (+1 DV)

HALF-ORC: The half-orc is a more cunning orc, mixed with lesser men, and is so human-like that he can
even infiltrate and blend in with the darker tribes of lesser men. There are very few half-orcs in Thulê. 
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Hobgoblin Hobgoblin Leader Hobgoblin Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +1 +1 +1
Weight (lbs) ≈200 ≈200 ≈200
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +40 +40 +40
Combat
Fright mod -1 -1 -1
OV +3 +6 +10
DV +17 (+16 MI) +18 (+16 MI) +19 (+16 MI) 
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage Weapon Weapon Weapon 
HP 20 29 41
Weapon Weapon Weapon Weapon

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Composite bow D6 - -1/+3 +4 50
Sickle-shaped sword D8 + 1 -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Medium +2 +3 -4
Armour MS
Laminated (+3 DV) -2
Helmet (+1 DV)

HOBGOBLIN:  The Hobgoblin, also called Greater Orc, is more rare, bigger in size and reddish-black in
complexion. The Hobgoblins often take a leading role, and work mostly as captains and shock troops for the
orc tribes in Thulê. 
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Lesser Goblin Lesser Goblin Leader Lesser Goblin Chief
General Demi-Human
Size -3 -3 -3
Weight (lbs) ≈90 ≈90 ≈90
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Stealth +6 +6 +6
Tempo +30 +30 +30
Combat
Fright mod +2 +2 +2
OV +0 +2 +6
DV +14 (+17 MI) +14 (+17 MI)  +16 (+17 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage Weapon Weapon Weapon 
HP 9 12 16

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Short sword (dagger) D5 -2 -2/+2 +0 -
Short self bow D4 - -1/+3 +4 35
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -1
Armour MS
Boiled leather (+2 DV) -1
Helmet (+1 DV)

LESSER GOBLIN: These smallest and weakest of orcs can be found in the most secluded locations of the
realms of orcs, often in the deepest caverns and least travelled forests. They normally only attack when they
outnumber their foes and if they can resort only to missile weapons.
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Ogre Ogre Leader Ogre Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +4 +4 +4
Weight (lbs) ≈400 ≈400 ≈400
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Stealth +9 +9 +9
Tempo +40 +40 +40
Combat
Fright mod -2 -2 -2
OV +6 +9 +10
DV +18 (+16 MI) +19 (+16 MI) +19 (+16 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage D6 or Weapon +2 D6 or Weapon +2 D6 or Weapon +2
HP 40 49 61
Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Huge mace D6 + 1 -2 +1/-2 +2 10
Huge dagger (short sword) D8 -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Medium +2 +3 -2
Armour MS
Laminated (+3 DV) -2
Helmet (+1 DV)

OGRE: The ogre, also called giant orc, is of giant strength and stature, but has very low intelligence, so he
rarely takes a leading role. Thankfully for the other species, there are not so many ogres in Thulê. The ogres
are reddish-black, black, brownish, greyish, yellowish or greenish in complexion, and their hair is of the
same colour as their skin. 
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Snow Ogre Snow Ogre Leader Snow Ogre Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +6 +6 +6
Weight (lbs) ≈600 ≈600 ≈600
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +40 +40 +40
Resistance
Cold +3 +3 +3
Combat
Fright mod -3 -3 -3
OV +8 +10 +10
DV +17 (+13 MI) +18 (+13 MI) +18 (+13 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage D6 or Weapon +3 D6 or Weapon +3 D6 or Weapon +3
HP 54 63 75

Suggested Equipment (only armour DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Longsword (1H) D12 +0 -2/+2 +4 -
Huge dagger (short sword) D8 -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Medium +2 +3 -2
Armour MS
Fur shirt (+1 DV)
Helmet (+1 DV)

SNOW OGRE & ORC: The  snow ogres/orcs have black eyes and white fur and live mainly in the high
mountains, in natural caves or snow caves built by themselves, often along with the smaller/larger snow
orcs/ogres. 
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Snow Orc Snow Orc Leader Snow Orc Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +2 +2 +2
Weight (lbs) ≈220 ≈ 220 ≈ 220
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Tempo +45 +45 +45
Resistance
Cold +2 +2 +2
Combat
Fright mod -1 -1 -1
OV +4 +7 +10
DV +15 (+14 MI) +16 (+14 MI)   +17 (+14 MI) 
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage Weapon +1 Weapon +1 Weapon +1 
HP 22 28 36

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Spear D8 + 1 +0 -1/+1 +4 15
Javelin D6 -1 -1/+1 +2 25
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -1
Armour
Fur shirt (+1 DV)
Helmet (+1 DV)
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Wild Orc Wild Orc Leader Wild Orc Chief
General Demi-Human
Size +3 +3 +3
Weight (lbs) ≈320 ≈320 ≈320
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Stealth +9 +9 +9
Tempo +45 +45 +45
Combat
Fright mod -2 -2 -2
OV +5 +8 +10
DV +15 (+13 MI) +16 (+13 MI) +17 (+13 MI)
Dodging +1 +1 +1
Damage D4 or Weapon +1 D4 or Weapon +1 D4 or Weapon +1
HP 32 41 53

Suggested Equipment (DV included in Statistics Blocks)
Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Spear, short D8 +0 -1/+1 +2 20
Javelin D6 -1 -1/+1 +2 25
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -1
Armour
Fur shirt (+1 DV)
Helmet (+1 DV)

WILD ORC: Wild orcs are larger and more hairy goblins. They live much in the same places as goblins, in
dark forests  and deep caves,  and in the same way too – in  tribe-like war-bands ruled by the strongest
individual. Their have brownish-yellowish fur and red eyes. They are very stealthy, even for their size, and
will try to use stealth and attack by surprise whenever they can. 
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Trolls
Troll  creatures,  or  just  trolls  ("sing",  "trill"),  are
malevolent  spirits  who  by  means  of  sorcery  have
possessed  dead bodies,  or  they are  restless  spirits
who continue to work in the world of the living even
after death. They continue to exist between the states
of life and death, where most or just some parts of
the dead have passed on to another world, and the
rest  is  left.  There  are  two  types  of  trolls;  the
corporeal  and  the  incorporeal.  All  trolls  are
destroyed if exposed to direct Sunlight in one round,
and are then turned to either lifeless bodies or dust
(if corporeal) or they vanish into thin air with a light
flash (if  incorporeal).  Corporeal trolls sink and are
destroyed  if  they  are  completely  submerged  in
water.  Troll  creatures  (with  the  exception  of  the
Huldr)  are  not  affected  by  cut  effect  of  the
Cut/Shock effect,  meaning they can not  bleed,  but

they are partly affected by the shock effect. They can
be stunned and knocked down, but not knocked out
or killed instantly (if the shock effect is knocked out
or instant kill, they are instead knocked down). They
(except  the Huldr)  are never naturally afraid (i.  e.
they don't  need to test for morale) and they never
grow tired. 

Most  trolls  attack  by  draining  energy  from  their
targets. The targets must test their Fortitude against
a DD and must succeed or lose a number of SP. A
Critical  Failure  means  the  target  loses  double  the
amount of SP. Corporeal trolls must at least deliver 1
damage  to  their  targets to  drain  them,  but  the
incorporeal trolls  can drain their targets (all  at  the
same time) as long as they are within 150' of the troll
and  in  sight  of  the  troll.  Armour  provides  no
protection against draining.

Ghastly Wight Wight Warrior Wight
General Corporeal Trolls
Size +0 +0 +1
Weight (lbs) ≈160 ≈160 ≈200
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Fortitude +5 +3 +5
Stamina n/a n/a n/a
Swimming n/a n/a n/a
Tempo +50 +30 +35
Toughness
Cold Immune Immune Immune
Combat
Fright mod -7 (-9) -6 -7
OV +4 +2 +6  
DV +15 +14 (+15 MI) +16 (+15 MI)
Dodging +3 +1 +1
Damage D4 or Weapon1/2 D4 or Weapon1/2 D6 or Weapon1/2

HP 35 30 40

Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Short Sword D8  -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -2
Armour MS
Corroded Mail Shirt (+2 DV) -1
Corroded Helmet (+1 DV) -1
1And D8 energy drain for Ghastly Wights (DD 15) and Wights (DD 14) and D12 energy drain (DD 16) for Warrior Wight.
2Cast a D6 the first time a HP is lost by an attack from a Ghastly Wight/Wight/Warrior Wight; if the result is 1 or 2 the
target must test his Disease Resistance against a disease (PL 7 + D6). 
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Corporeal Trolls
GHASTLY  WIGHT:  Ghastly  wights  are  dead
human bodies possessed by malevolent spirits, who
take over the bodies of others when they can. If they
find no dead bodies they will seek the living and kill
them  to  possess  their  bodies  as  well.  They  haunt
graveyards  and  catacombs  in  search  of  bodies  to
possess.  When killed by a ghastly wight  the dead
becomes a ghastly wight himself within D6 rounds.
If a target suffers damage from the ghastly wight it
can also be energy drained and must test Fortitude
against DD 15 or lose D8 SP. The ghastly wight is
very terrifying, reeking of death and letting out the
most horrible sounds imaginable, and horribly fast
and has a +6 mod to initiative instead of the normal
+1.  Anyone  standing  10'  or  less  from  the  ghastly
wight must test their morale again at -9 (in addition
to the test at -7 at first sight of the ghastly wight). 

WIGHT: Wights are dead human bodies possessed
by malevolent spirits,  who take over the bodies of
others when they can. If they find no dead bodies
they will  seek  the  living and kill  them to  possess
their  bodies  as  well.  They  haunt  graveyards  and
catacombs  in  search  of  bodies  to  possess.  When
killed by a wight the dead becomes a wight himself
within D6 rounds.  If a target suffers damage from
the wight it  can also be energy drained and must
test Fortitude against DD 14 or lose D8 SP. 

WARRIOR  WIGHT:  the  warrior  wight  is  created
when a  malevolent  spirit  possesses  the  body  of  a
mighty  warrior  (level  10+).  It  is  otherwise  like  a
normal wight.  If  a  target  suffers damage from the
warrior  wight  it  can  also  be  energy  drained  and
must test Fortitude against DD 16 or lose D12 SP. 

“Who today was a warrior of might, can
tomorrow be a mindless wight.”

HULDR & ANCIENT HULDR: The Huldrs came to
be when women visited Hel in Helheimr ages ago;
they were lured in there by Hel and when they were
released back into the world of the living they were
changed. Many believe they were created by Hel as
a protest against the other deities, for locking her up
in the dark and cold world of the dead. A Huldr can,
at  will,  appear much less  threatening to others.  A
Huldr  drinks  the  blood  of  humans  and  demi-
humans. She receives her power from charismatic (i.
e.  with  at  least  +1  Cha)  victims  by  draining
(drinking) their blood. A victim with a Cha of only
+0 or less will not give her any power – meaning she
will not bother drinking his blood to start with. She
needs to drain at  least  one victim every month to
remain awake. If she has not drained a victim she
will fall into a coma. If she falls into a coma she will
wake  up  for  3D6  minutes  every  time  she  smells
human blood (with her  Troll  Nose),  before she  (if
she is unable to drain a victim from this) falls back
into a coma (and she will not wake up again before
the next night). The Huldr sucks the life force from
her victims, so in addition to losing blood the victim
will  also  grow one  month  older  every  time  he  is
drained.  

The Huldr  has  a special  ability,  Allure,  which can
only be used against one individual at the time, and
this individual must be within 150' of the Huldr and
in her field of vision. To resist Allure the target must
test  his  Fortitude  against  DD  18.  He  who  fails  to
resist  her will  be lured back to her lair, where she
will drink his blood, usually until he is unconscious.
He will  then be carried off to some place near her
lair, and will be abandoned there. He will wake up
at  sunrise,  and will  have no memory of what  has
happened to him.

A female human or demi-human allured three times
under  the  same Moon (i.  e.  28  days)  will  become
inexplicably sick and die within D6 days. She will
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then  become  a  Huldr  herself  under  her  creator's
dominance. A male human or demi-human allured
three times under the same Moon (i. e. 28 days) will
also  become  inexplicably  sick  and  die  within  D6
days. He will then return as a Nár with no will of his
own, existing only to serve the Huldr (meaning it is
game over if this happens to a male character). Only
females can become Huldrs. 

The Huldrs usually live in deep and dark forests and
are, when seen from a distance, often mistaken for
wood elves,  because  they  are  often  very  beautiful
(and  even  more  so  than  they  were  when  alive
[Remember that only those with a positive Cha are
bitten  in  the  first  place]).  The  Huldr  can  also  be
found in human settlements sometimes, where she
can live close to her source of nourishment.

A female character who becomes a Huldr will gain
some modifications to her character attributes.

“Good blood will never lie.”

Character attribute Huldr mod 
CHA +D6 - 2 
DEX +1 
STR +1 
WIL  +1

Other effects  
She gains the ability to Allure 
She  gains  the  ability  to  at  will  appear  much  less
threatening (Fright mod +6) to others
She will no longer grow or age. Only her hair and
nails will grow from now on
HP + 15
Heat Toughness -1
She  gains  Acrobatics,  Climbing  and  Stealth  as
Character  Role  skills,  regardless  of  her  Character
Role. 

A Huldr will  no  longer  be  able to  cast  any spells
related  to  her  Character  Role,  but  will  be  able  to
learn  Orc  Spells  from  now  on,  as  if  she  was  a
Sorcerer able to learn Orc spells. 

When the Huldr was created, the spirit of the dead
woman was sent to Alinnóss to be evaluated by Týr,
but her mind remained on Earth, in the still partly
functioning  body.  When a  Huldr  is  destroyed her
mind too will be sent to Alinnóss for an evaluation
and to  be  purified,  and will  then  be  sent  back  to

Earth, along with a new spark (spirit) from Alinnóss.
The body turns to earth or – if the Huldr was very
old – to dust. Her shadow will be sent to Helheimr.

Huldr 
General Corporeal Trolls
Size -2
Weight (lbs) ≈110
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Acrobatics +4
Climbing +4
Stamina +8
Stealth +6
Swimming n/a
Tempo +35
Resistance
Cold Immune
Heat -1
Combat
Fright mod -4 (+6)
OV (MÊ) +3
DV +12 (+13 MI) 
Dodging +3
Damage D4 
HP 26
Weapon Natural 

Armour
Fur shirt (+1 DV)

Some of the Huldrs have existed since ancient times,
and  are  more  powerful  and  knowledgeable  than
normal Huldrs. These are called ancient Huldrs. 
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Ancient Huldr
General Corporeal Trolls
Size -2
Weight (lbs) ≈110
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Acrobatics +5
Climbing +5
Fortitude +4
Rune Lore +8
Stamina +8
Stealth +9
Swimming n/a
Tempo +35
World Lore +5

Resistance
Cold Immune
Heat -1
Combat
Fright mod -5 (+6)
OV (MÊ) +6
DV +13 (+12 MI) 
Dodging +3
Damage D6 
HP 37
Weapon Natural

Armour
Fur shirt (+1 DV)

Ancient  Huldr  knows  and  can  cast  all  Orc  Spells
three times a day.  

Nár Skeleton Ancient Skeleton
General Corporeal Trolls
Size +0 +0 (-3 for MI & Cut/Shock) +0 (-3 for MI & Cut/Shock)
Weight (lbs) ≈160 ≈80 ≈80
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Fortitude +3 +3 +4
Perception +0 +0 +0
Stamina n/a n/a n/a
Swimming n/a n/a n/a
Tempo +30 +40 +40
Resistance
Cold Immune Immune Immune
Electricity 3 3
Heat 3 3
Combat
Fright mod -6 -3 -5
OV (MÊ) +2 +3 +6
DV +13 (+14 MI) +141 (+17 MI) +191 (+17 MI)
Dodging +0 +2 +2
Damage Short sword2 Short sword Short sword
HP 31 23 43
Weapon Weapon Weapon Weapon

Weapons Damage DV Cut/Shock Initiative Range
Short Sword D8  -1 -2/+2 +0 -
Shield DV MÊ DV MI MS
Small +1 +2 -1
Armour
Torn Gambeson (+1 DV)
Corroded Helmet (+1 DV)

1DV -2 against Concussion Weapons, Slings, falling or thrown rocks and from falling. 
2Cast a D6 the first time a HP is lost by an attack from a Nár; if the result is 1 or 2 the target must test his Disease
Resistance against a disease (PL 7 + D6). 
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NÁR  (alias Walking  Dead):  The  náir  (pl.)  are
thoughtless, spiritless corpses serving others, or they
have for unknown reasons just been created to kill
randomly. The nâir are the bodies of the dead, still
partly working in the world of the living.

“Death is often the best healer.”

“You can not kill what is already dead”.

ANCIENT SKELETON: Some skeletons were made
in long forgotten ages, from the bones and bodies of
mighty men.

SKELETON: When the náir become very old and all
the flesh rots away from their bodies, they turn into
skeletons.  Very  old  corpses  too  become  skeletons,
when created, rather than náir. 

Incorporeal Trolls
Player  characters  (other  than Light  Elves)  need to
wear some sort of mask in order to see incorporeal
trolls. This can be everything from a physical mask,
a  helmet  with  facial  protection,  to  ashes  or  paint
smeared on the face. 

“The wolf and the dog do not play
together.”
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Ghost Ancient Ghost
General Incorporeal Trolls
Size n/a n/a
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Flying Tempo +20 +20
Fortitude +3 +4
Stamina n/a n/a
Tracking +18 +18
Resistance
Cold Immune Immune
Physical Immune1 Immune1

Combat
Fright mod -8 -10
OV n/a n/a
DV +10 +12
Dodging +2 +2
Damage 2 3

HP 281 481

Weapon Drain Drain
1Can only be injured by enchanted weapons. 
2D8 energy drain (DD 18). 
3D12 energy drain (DD 22). 

GHOST:  Ghosts  are  vengeful  individuals  who
because  of  their  strong  antipathies  remain  in  the
world of the living even after death,  to haunt and
torment  the  living  (or  someone  in  particular).  If
ghosts are destroyed they will return the following
Sunset. They do not go away permanently until the
wrong that made them so angry is undone or until
the wrongdoer is himself dead.

ANCIENT  GHOST:  Ancient  ghosts  are  vengeful
individuals  who  were  very  powerful  in  life,  and
who because  of  their  strong antipathies  remain in
the  world of  the living even after  death,  to  haunt
and torment the living (or someone in particular). If
ancient  ghosts  are  destroyed  they  will  return  the
following Sunset. They do not go away permanently
until the wrong that made them so angry is undone
or until the wrongdoer is himself dead.

“The first breath is the beginning of
death.”
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SEA WRAITH/WRAITH: A cursed human or demi-
human who perishes at sea/on land will turn into a
sea wraith/wraith the first  night  after  the first  full
Moon  after  death.  If  the  sea  wraith/wraith  is
destroyed  it  will  return  after  D6  days,  until  its
physical remains are found and destroyed by fire or
are placed in a burial mound. The sea wraith/wraith
stays near its physical remains during the day (and
the sea wraith ascends from the deep) and haunts
the living during the night. A sea wraith/wraith can
not move more than 1000' from its physical remains
without  taking  injury;  it  will  lose  D6  HP (at  the
beginning of) every hour it is further away than this.

ANCIENT  SEA  WRAITH/WRAITH:  A  powerful
cursed  sorcerer  who  long  ago  perished  at  sea/on
land. If the ancient sea wraith/wraith is destroyed it
will return after D6 days, until its physical remains
are found and destroyed by fire or are placed in a
burial mound. The ancient sea wraith/wraith stays
near its  physical  remains during the day (and the
ancient  sea  wraith  ascends  from  the  deep)  and
haunts the living during the night.  An ancient sea
wraith/wraith can not move more than 10000' from
its  physical  remains  without  taking  injury;  it  will
lose  D6  HP (at  the  beginning of)  every  hour  it  is
further away than this.

Sea Wraith/Wraith Ancient Sea Wraith/Wraith
General Incorporeal Trolls
Size n/a n/a
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes Ettin Eyes
Skills
Fortitude +3 +4
Stamina n/a n/a
Flying Tempo +30 +30
Resistance
Cold Immune Immune
Physical Immune1 Immune1

Combat
Fright mod -8 -10
OV (MÊ) n/a n/a
DV +10 +12
Dodging +2 +2
Damage 2 3

HP 501 701

Weapon Drain Drain
1Can only be injured by enchanted weapons. 
2D8 energy drain (DD 20). 
3D12 energy drain (DD 24). 
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LANTERN MAN (alias Will-o'-the-wisp):  Lantern
men are drowned men and women who try to lure
the living into meeting the same destiny or who try
to help the living out from dangerous areas. They
are made up of the reflections of the living holding a
lantern to show the way, into or out from danger.
They are seen when it is dark, in bogs or near the
water, where they drowned and where their remains
can still be found. If destroyed, the lantern men will
return  the  following  Sunset.  They  will  never
disappear,  unless  their  remains  are  found  and
destroyed with fire or are placed in a burial mound.

A  lantern  man  will  be  dangerous  to  some  and
helpful to others. The myth master must cast a D6
and  modify  the  result  by  the  Cha  of  the  party
leader ; if the result is a natural 1 or  ≤3 the lantern
man will try to lead the party into danger and if the
result  is  a  natural  6  or  ≥4 he  will  help the  party.
Lantern  men can  attack  with  three  electric  shocks
every  round (but  will  only do so  if  attacked),  but
need to 'hit' their targets with these shocks as if they
were firing arrows with a short self bow.

Lantern  men  can  not  leave  the  bog  where  their
remains lie, and will disappear if their remains are
destroyed by fire or are placed in a burial mound. 

Lantern Man
General Incorporeal Trolls
Size n/a
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes
Skills
Perception +1
Stamina n/a
Flying Tempo +100
Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 3
Heat 6
Physical Immune1

Combat
Fright mod -2
OV (MÊ) n/a
OV (MI) +5
DV +10 (+12 MI)
Dodging +4
Damage (MI) D6 Electric
HP 251

Weapon Electric Shocks
1Can only be injured by enchanted weapons. 

SPECTRE: Spectres are dead humans or demi-humans
who still think they are alive. They defend a place or an
object,  often the remains of  a beloved person.  If  you
study their behaviour you will see that they behave as
if they were alive, but they do the same things over and
over  again,  as  if  caught  in  a  loop that  they  can not
escape from.  They will  attack and try to  kill  anyone
who disturbs them and interpret all others as a threat
to what they defend.

Spectre
General Incorporeal Trolls
Size n/a
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes
Skills
Flying Tempo +20
Stamina n/a
Tracking +15
Resistance
Cold Immune
Physical Immune1

Combat
Fright mod -8
OV (MÊ) n/a
DV +10
Dodging +2
Damage 2

HP 381

Weapon Drain
1Can only be injured by enchanted weapons. 
2D8 energy drain (DD 15). 
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SHADOW: The shadows are the shadows (i. e. the
cruel,  malicious  and  hateful  aspects)  of  the  dead,
who sometimes ascend from Helheimr to fight in the
world of the living. Shadows always stay at least 20’
away  from  (real  or  sorcerous)  fire  and  men  who
carry flaming torches, and away from the effect of
any light spells, and are automatically destroyed if
they fail to do so.

Shadow
General Incorporeal Trolls
Size n/a
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes
Skills
Flying Tempo +20
Fortitude +3
Stamina n/a
Tracking +15
Resistance
Cold Immune
Physical Immune1

Combat
Fright mod -8
OV (MÊ) n/a
DV +12
Dodging +2
Damage 2

HP 181

Weapon Drain
1Can only be injured by enchanted weapons. 
2D8 energy drain (DD 18). 

SHADOW SORCERER:  The shadow sorcerers are
the shadows (see Shadow) of mighty sorcerers. They
always stay at least 20’ away from (real or sorcerous)
fire and men who carry flaming torches, and away
from  the  effect  of  any  light  spells,  and  are
automatically destroyed if they fail to do so.

“When I did well, I heard it never; 
when I did ill I heard it ever.” 

“The Sun passes over filth 
and is not defiled.”

Shadow Sorcerer
General Incorporeal Trolls
Size n/a
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes
Skills
Flying Tempo +20
Fortitude +8
Stamina n/a
Tracking +18
Resistance
Cold Immune
Physical Immune1

Combat
Fright mod -10
OV (MÊ) n/a
DV +15
Dodging +2
Damage 2

HP 381

Weapon Drain
1Can only be injured by enchanted weapons. 
2D10 energy drain (DD 22). 

Knows and can cast all Orc Spells four times a day.
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Ettins
Ettins  ("the  hungry",  "big  eaters")  are  the
descendants  of  the proto-Ettin  Ýmir (see  Mythical
Deities), who fell to Earth from the sky like a falling
star, and then started to melt. 

Dead but Dreaming 
Ettins  can  enter  a  sleep-like  state  where  they  need
neither food nor air nor water; they can “rest” in this
state for hundreds and even thousands of years, only to
all of a sudden wake up, when the conditions for this
are right. Some Ettins wait in this state inside glaciers
encapsulated in ice, under masses of rocks and soil or
on the bottom of the sea floor – or even travelling in
deep space, capsuled in ice or stone (protecting them
from the rays of the Suns).

The Ettins know no fear and never tire. They are not
alive, but not dead either; they exist in some sort of
dreamlike  condition.  They  were  not  born,  but
dripped from the body of Ýmir, when he started to
melt,  in a terrible noise, and became so numerous
that  they became a threat to all  life  on Earth.  The
sympathetic  deities  killed  Ýmir  to  stop  the
"dripping" of stone hearts growing into dangerous
Ettins. Óðinn thrust his spear into Ýmir and Þórr hit
him in the head with a rock and threw him into the
abyss. His blood flowed up and flooded the entire
world. Only a small group of the land based Ettins
remained  active,  often  by  holding  on  to  floating
pieces  of  wood  until  the  land  some  places  rose
again. The others are still there, on the bottom of the
sea, waiting in their sleep-like state for the water to
go away so that they can become active again.

The Ettins have drop-shaped radiant stone “hearts”.
When any living creature is within 30' of an Ettin it
can not rest and will lose 1 SP every round from the
harmful radiation emanating from the Ettin's stone
heart.  When  an  Ettin  is  killed  the  heart  can  be
removed, prepared and used as pendant, to be worn
over the heart. The stone heart will stop emanating
harmful radiation when removed.  

The Ettin stone heart can be removed from the Ettin
remains in D6 rounds (using a pick axe, if the Ettin
has turned to stone) by using Rune Lore against DD
15, to find the right stone and to remove it correctly
(i. e. without breaking it or spilling its power). The
stone hearts  are all  different  from each other,  and
their powers depend on the Ettin they are removed
from and the skill of the character preparing them. It
takes 3D6 minutes to prepare it,  using craftsman's

tools and the skill Crafts.

Ettin stone heart  pendants within 1'  of other  Ettin
stone  heart  pendants  will  start  to  emanate  strong
flickering  light  before  they  explode  after  2D6
rounds,  killing  the  wearers instantly/inflicting  6D6
heat  damage  to  carriers and  inflicting  3D6  heat
damage  to  everyone  within  20'  of  the  exploding
stone hearts.

Ettin Hunger 
It is said that the Ettins (“the hungry”, “big eaters”) are
called  by  that  name  not  because  they  are  so  very
hungry or because they eat so much; in fact they don't
seem to need any form of “normal” nourishment at all
to continue their  miserable existence.  They are called
by this name because they actively hunt human beings,
dark elves,  light elves, and halflings to devour them,
and  because  they  eat  aurichalcum.  They  do  because
they have no spirit or life-force of their own, and they
seem to believe that by eating a creature with a spirit
and life-force or a metal with sorcerous abilities, such
as aurichalcum, they will gain this for themselves.

For  unknown  reasons  an  Ettin  stone  heart
(unprepared  or  prepared)  present  in  a  party
increases the chance for the party to run into Ettin
phenomena  when  travelling  in  Jötunnheimr.  See
Random Encounters (The Land of Thulê). The Ettin
stone heart amulets are known to give many owners
nightmares during sleep.

Ettins crave for aurichalcum and can even smell it
with  their  troll  noses.  They  eat  the  metal,  for  the
same reason they eat humans, and when eaten it is
stored inside them,  for  all  ages.  When an Ettin  is
killed the player characters will find D6 * size of the
Ettin  killed  ounces  of  aurichalcum.  It  takes  D6
minutes to find and collect all the aurichalcum from
the remains of an Ettin, or 4D6 minutes (using a pick
axe) if the Ettin has turned to stone.

Ettin Stone Heart Amulet Risk 
What is unknown to most men in Thulê (DD 18 World
Lore)  is  that  the  Ettin  stone  heart  amulets  have  a
poisonous  will  of  their  own,  and  unless  a  character
wearing, carrying or even touching such an amulet has
≥ 13 INT, CHA and WIL the Ettin stone heart amulet
will  give the individual nightmares and will the first
night the myth master casts a natural 1 on a D20 turn
him  into  a  slave  to  the  will  of  Bölþorn.  The  myth
master must check for this effect every day a person
has touched, worn or carried such an amulet! The effect
can be avoided if he simply stops touching, wearing or
carrying the amulet. 
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Stone Ettins
Most  of  the  stone  ettins  went  into  their  sleep-like
state when Ýmir was killed, because they sink like
rocks and can not remain active under water.

They  turn  to  stone  when  directly  exposed  to
Sunlight for one round, and are fairly easily harmed
by  fire,  but  are  very  difficult  to  harm  by  using
ordinary weapons. The stone ettins are made from
stone  and frost  and regenerate,  meaning  they can
not  bleed  and  regenerate  1  lost  HP  every  round
starting 1 round after the first loss of HP. However,
they  do  not  regenerate  heat  damage.  If  the  stone
ettin is killed with ordinary arms it will continue to
regenerate until it can rise from the dead, again. To
kill a stone ettin you need to use fire or let the Sun
shine  upon it,  or  remove  its  stone  heart  before  it
rises from the dead again.

ROCK ETTIN: Most rock ettins are about 8' to 9' tall
and  are  active  in  caves  and  dark  forests  in  the
mountains.  When  standing  still,  they  look  almost
like large boulders or standing stones and are often
incredibly  difficult  to  spot  –  as  they  stand  in  a
shadow motionless waiting for passers-by. 

Rock Ettin
General Stone Ettins
Size +5
Weight (lbs) ≈500
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Fortitude +4
Stamina n/a
Stealth +12
Tempo +30
Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 3
Heat 2
Combat
Fright mod -4
OV (MÊ) +7
DV +19 (+16 MI)
Dodging +1
Damage (MÊ) D10
HP 50
Weapon Natural

“Brawl with a pig and you will 
go away with his stink.”

MOUNTAIN ETTIN:  Most  mountain  Ettins  are
about 10' to 11' tall and are active in caves and dark
forests in the mountains of Thulê. 

The mountain ettins are very diverse and can take
many  different  forms.  Most  of  them  look  like
humanoid  giants,  with  stone  coloured  skin  and
white lifeless eyes, but some can have only one eye
or even several heads and twisted inhuman bodies.
Some have green moss growing on their skin. They
are all terrible ugly and terrifying, and their biggest
joy  is  apparently  to  kill  and  eat  other  living
creatures,  and  in  particular  humans  and  demi-
humans.

Mountain Ettin
General Stone Ettins
Size +6
Weight (lbs) ≈650
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Climbing +5
Fortitude +5
Stamina n/a
Tempo +35
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Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 3
Heat 2
Combat
Fright mod -4
OV (MÊ) +8
OV (MI) +3 (range 10')
DV +20 (+17 MI)
Dodging +1
Damage (MÊ) D12
Damage (MI) D12
HP 56
Weapon Natural or Thrown Rock

Crafts +D201 Stone Heart Power
≤ 15 lose 1 HP every hour 
16-17 heal 1 HP every day2

18-21 heal 1 HP every hour2 
≥ 22 heal 1 HP every minute2  
1Add  -1  for  stone  hearts  from  rock  ettins  and  +0  for
mountain ettins. Stone hearts from stone ettins are grey. 
2The amulet will not revive a dead creature.

Fire Ettins
FIRE Ettin:  Fire Ettins  are  terrible  fire  powers,  by
some believed to come from the centre of the Earth.
They are black, cruel and ruthless, with large wings
as black as the night. The grotesque body of the fire
Ettins are as dark as the darkest shadow, but red fire
spurts  from their  eyes  and mouths.  Many  believe
Surtr  (see  Mythical  Deities)  is  a  fire  Ettin,  or
perhaps their lord. The Fire Ettins burn to ashes and
volcanic  rock  when exposed to direct  Sunlight  for
one  round  (with  an  Ettin  stone  heart  located
somewhere  in  the  remains).  The  fire  Ettin  needs
nourishment  to  its  fire  and  because  of  this  fire
attacks against  it  can drain it.  The fire  Ettin  is,  in
other  words,  also vulnerable  to  fire.  The fire Ettin
has tough skin and is very hard to kill with ordinary
weapons,  but  it  sinks  and  will  die  if  completely
submerged in water. 

Crafts + D20 Stone Heart Power1 
≤ 15 -1 Cold Toughness 
16 +1 Cold Toughness 
17 +2 Cold Toughness 
18 +3 Cold Toughness 
19 +4 Cold Toughness 
20 +5 Cold Toughness 
21 +6 Cold Toughness 
22 +7 Cold Toughness 
23 +8 Cold Toughness 
24 +9 Cold Toughness 
≥ 25 +10 Cold Toughness 
1Stone hearts from fire Ettins are red.
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Fire Ettin
General Fire Ettins
Size +10
Weight (lbs) ≈3500
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Flying Tempo +70
Fortitude +6
Stamina n/a
Tempo +35
Resistance
Electricity Immune
Heat 3
Combat
Fright mod -6
OV (MÊ) +10
DV +17 (+13 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D8 + 1 + (D3 Heat)
HP 110
Weapon Natural

Frost Ettins
Frost Ettins are Ettins who easily survived the flood
because  they lived under  water  anyway.  They are
also (all  of  them) called kraken ("scrape along the
bottom"),  because  they  can  not  swim,  but  move
restlessly  forwards  by  dragging  themselves  along
the bottom of the sea with their large claws. They
are often mistaken for  giant  octopi or  giant  crabs,
but they are neither, and yet they look a bit like both.

There are two types of frost Ettins/krakens; the nix
("bad smell", "stench"), found in or near fresh water,
and (the actual) kraken, found in or near sea water.
None  of  them  survive  being  exposed  to  direct
Sunlight (for one round), but instead of turning to
stone – like the stone Ettins do – they melt away and
turn to stinking slime or worm-infested mud (with
an  Ettin  stone  heart  located  somewhere  in  the
slime/mud).

KRAKEN (alias Sea Ettin): It is hard to describe the
kraken, because it is so alien. It is cold as the sea and
has slimy skin with green and brown scales, looking
like a coarse and primitive form of snake skin. It can
see  with  two  and  sometimes  as  many  as  one
thousand  (!)  eyes,  located  on  its  head.  The  head
looks  like  that  of  a  fish,  but  has  many  revolting
tentacles  in  the  facial  area.  The  mouth  is  like  an
octopus  beak.  The  kraken  has  two  hooked  and
powerful  arms  with  some  sort  of  crab  claws  as

hands. It has sharp claws on the feet as well, used to
hold on to the sea bottom. The kraken breathes with
some sort  of gills,  but  can easily remain active on
land for several hours, and sometimes several days.
Some believe there are krakens in the deep as large
as mountains.

Like  with  the  other  Ettins  the  krakens  eat  their
victims. Thankfully the largest krakens rarely ascend
from the deep sea to eat men, but they are an eternal
torment to sailors,  and are known to stand on the
bottom of the sea and drag entire ships down into
the deep.

While other Ettins are strictly solitary,  the krakens
are known to some times work in groups. 

Small Kraken
General Frost Ettins
Size +0
Weight (lbs) ≈160
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Fortitude +3
Stamina n/a
Tempo +25
Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 1
Combat
Fright mod -4
OV (MÊ) +2
DV +13
Dodging +2
Damage D61

HP 20
Weapon Natural
1Cast a D6 the first time a HP is lost by an attack from a
Kraken; if the result is 1 the target must test his Disease
Resistance against a disease (PL 8 + D6). 

Crafts + D201 Stone Heart Power2 

≤ 15 -2 mod to Stamina 
16-17 +1 mod to Stamina 
18-21 +2 mod to Stamina 
≥ 22 +3 mod to Stamina 
1Add  -1  for  stone  hearts  from  small  kraken,  +0  for
medium, +1 for large and +2 for huge. The weight and size
of  the  heart  is  always  about  the  same,  but  the  power
stored in the stone heart is not the same (which explains
why the krakens not all grow to the same size).
2Stone hearts from krakens are transparent.
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Medium Kraken
General Frost Ettins
Size +7
Weight (lbs) ≈850
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Fortitude +5
Stamina n/a
Tempo +30
Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 2
Combat
Fright mod -8
OV (MÊ) +9
DV +15 (+11 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D81

HP 70
Weapon Natural
1Cast a D6 the first time a HP is lost by an attack from a
Kraken; if the result is 1 the target must test his Disease
Resistance against a disease (PL 8 + D6). 

Large Kraken
General Frost Ettins
Size +10
Weight (lbs) ≈1600
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Fortitude +6
Stamina n/a
Tempo +35
Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 3
Combat
Fright mod -9
OV (MÊ) +10
DV +17 (+13 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D101

HP 100
Weapon Natural
1Cast a D6 the first time a HP is lost by an attack from a
Kraken; if the result is 1 the target must test his Disease
Resistance against a disease (PL 8 + D6). 

“When in Troskenia, do as the
Troskenians.”

Huge Kraken
General Frost Ettins
Size +10
Weight (lbs) ≈50000
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Fortitude +6
Stamina n/a
Tempo +35
Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 3
Combat
Fright mod -9
OV (MÊ) +10
DV +17 (+14 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage 2D121

HP 575
Weapon Natural
1Cast a D6 the first time a HP is lost by an attack from a
Kraken; if the result is 1 the target must test his Disease
Resistance against a disease (PL 8 + D6). . 
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NIX (alias Neck):  The  Nix  looks  like  a  humanoid
toad overgrown with moss,  black and terrible and
with pale eyes with a weak glow in the night. It can
lure  living  creatures  to  its  source  with  a  spell  (a
"call") with a range of 300'. The spell sounds like a
strange  and  unreal  song.  Everyone  who  hears  it
must test their Fortitude against DD 15 every round
until they succeed. If they fail they will come under
its spell and start to walk towards its source, to be
dragged down into  the  deep and be  eaten.  Those
under its spell can test their Fortitude against DD 16
every round until they either succeed or are finally
dragged down and eaten. Those who succeed after
having  been  under  the  spell  will  not  need to  test
Fortitude again when hearing the call until after the
next  Sunrise.  A character  under  the  spell  can  be
physically  prevented  by  others  from  walking
towards the Nix' source if the person holding him
back has more Str than the person under the spell. If
more than one individual is  holding him back the
highest  Str  is  used and +1 (or  if  better,  the Str)  is
added for every individual assisting him. One who
tries to hold back a character under its spell will not
be able to do anything else and spends 4 SP each
round whilst doing so.

Crafts + D20 Stone Heart Power1 

≤ 15 -1 Disease Resistance 
16 +1 Disease Resistance 
17 +2 Disease Resistance 
18 +3 Disease Resistance 
19 +4 Disease Resistance 
20 +5 Disease Resistance 
21 +6 Disease Resistance 
22 +7 Disease Resistance 
23 +8 Disease Resistance 
24 +9 Disease Resistance 
≥ 25 +10 Disease Resistance 
1Stone hearts from Nixes are yellow.

Nix
General Frost Ettins
Size +6
Weight (lbs) ≈650
Special Abilities Ettin Eyes, Troll Nose
Skills
Fortitude +5
Stamina n/a
Tempo +20

Toughness
Cold Immune
Electricity 2
Combat
Fright mod -7
OV (MÊ) +8
DV +15 (+12 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D61

HP 60
Weapon Natural
1Cast a D6 the first time the Nix at least delivers 1 damage
to  its  target;  if  the  result  is  1  the  target  must  test  his
Disease Resistance against a disease (PL 8 + D6). 

“A fox is not caught twice in the same
trap.”

“Such as the tree such is the fruit.”
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Giant Worms
Giant worms are often called dragons (Greek "sharp
eyesight",  "alert") because they guard so well  their
treasures.  They never  sleep  and  can  not  be
paralysed.  A worm  (other  than  a  sea  worm)  has
wings  and  can  fly  on  1-2  (on  a  D6),  and  is  then
instead called a (poison-, cave- or fire-) drake, but is
for all other purposes identical to a worm. A flying
drake can only attack every D6 + 1 rounds whilst
flying and must carry out a charge when it does so.
See  Charges (Combat Rules). Giant worms usually
hide their treasures in caves which they guard night
and day.  They rarely  leave their  lairs  and only  to
hunt  or  to  accumulate  more  wealth.  They  are
obsessed with everything that  shines  and sparkles
(like  precious  metals  and gems),  possibly  because
they think there is some sort of life-force emanating
from  these  objects,  and  that  this  life-force  can  be
transmitted to  them via  contact.  The giant  worms
are relatively intelligent and have a language of their
own,  called  (by  man)  Wormish,  used  to
communicate with other worms (and it is not known
why they do this or what they communicate). It is
possible for a character to understand this language
(permanently) if  he drinks some of the blood (i.  e.
“blood”) from the dead worm.

The number of legs vary,  but worms are all  large,
grotesque  and  have  powerful  scale  covered  skin,
which can be turned into a beautiful armour (i. e. a
dragon scale armour) by a skilled craftsman. Giant
worms ignite and burn to ashes if exposed to direct
Sunlight  for one round, and scales taken from the
worm must be taken from a worm that has not been
exposed to Sunlight. The scales themselves are not
harmed by Sunlight,  but  will  burn to ashes along
with the worm if the worm is exposed to Sunlight.

Each dead worm has enough whole scales for (1-3
on  a  D6)  1  or  (4-6)  2  such  armours.  Collecting
enough scales for each armour takes D6 hours. The
scales needed for one armour fills up a sack, and the
scales for two armours a backpack. 

POISON WORM:  The  green  poison  worm  has  a
poisonous  bite,  but  the  poison  (PL 15)  will  only
affect  the  target  if  the  worm  at  least  delivers  1
damage  to  its  target.  Poison  worms  are  usually
found in deep and dark forests.

Poison Worm
General Giant Worms (Drakes)
Size +10
Weight (lbs) ≈1600
Special Abilities Eagle's  Gaze,  Ettin  Eyes,  

Troll Nose
Skills
Acrobatics +6
Climbing +6 
Fortitude +6
Perception +4
Stamina n/a
Tempo +40 (+70 Flying)
Tracking +45
Resistance
Cold 3
Electricity 3
Combat
Fright mod -8 (-9 Drake)
OV (MÊ) +10
DV +19 (+15 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D8 + 1 and Poison PL 15
HP 100
Weapon Natural

Crafts + D20 Stone Heart Power1 
≤ 15 -1 Poison Resistance 
16 +1 Poison Resistance 
17 +2 Poison Resistance 
18 +3 Poison Resistance 
19 +4 Poison Resistance 
20 +5 Poison Resistance 
21 +6 Poison Resistance 
22 +7 Poison Resistance 
23 +8 Poison Resistance 
24 +9 Poison Resistance 
≥ 25 +10 Poison Resistance 
1Stone hearts from poison worms are green.

“The bee has a sting, but honey too.”

“The creation of a thousand forests is in
one acorn.”

“A man's work is from sun to sun, but a
mother's work is never done.”
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SEA WORM: The silver coloured sea worm is usually
found in underwater caves along the coast.

Sea Worm
General Giant Worms (Drakes)
Size +10
Weight (lbs) ≈1600
Special Abilities Eagle's  Gaze,  Ettin  Eyes,  

Troll Nose
Skills
Acrobatics +6
Climbing +6
Fortitude +6
Perception +4
Stamina n/a
Swimming +40
Tempo +30
Tracking +45
Resistance
Cold 9
Electricity 3
Combat
Fright mod -5
OV (MÊ) +10
DV +19 (+15 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D8 + 1
HP 100
Weapon Natural

Crafts + D20 Stone Heart Power1 

≤ 15 -1 Electricity Toughness 
16 +1 Electricity Toughness 
17 +2 Electricity Toughness 
18 +3 Electricity Toughness 
19 +4 Electricity Toughness 
20 +5 Electricity Toughness 
21 +6 Electricity Toughness 
22 +7 Electricity Toughness 
23 +8 Electricity Toughness 
24 +9 Electricity Toughness 
≥ 25 +10 Electricity Toughness 
1Stone hearts from sea worms are silvery.

CAVE WORM: The white cave worm is usually found
in caves and ruins.  It has a cold breath, but the (D6)
cold damage will only affect the target if the worm at
least delivers 1 damage to its target.

Cave Worm
General Giant Worms (Drakes)
Size +10
Weight (lbs) ≈1600
Special Abilities Eagle's  Gaze,  Ettin  Eyes,  

Troll Nose

Skills
Acrobatics +6
Climbing +6
Fortitude +6
Perception +3
Stamina n/a
Swimming +20
Tempo +35 (+70 Flying)
Tracking +45
Resistance
Cold Immune
Electricity 3
Combat
Fright mod -6 (-7 Drake)
OV (MÊ) +10
DV +19 (+15 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D8 + 1 + (D6 Cold)
HP 100
Weapon Natural

Crafts + D20 Stone Heart Power1 

≥ 15 -1 Heat Toughness 
16 +1 Heat Toughness 
17 +2 Heat Toughness 
18 +3 Heat Toughness 
19 +4 Heat Toughness 
20 +5 Heat Toughness 
21 +6 Heat Toughness 
22 +7 Heat Toughness 
23 +8 Heat Toughness 
24 +9 Heat Toughness 
≥ 25 +10 Heat Toughness 
1Stone hearts from cave worms are white.
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FIRE WORM:  The red fire worm attacks every D6
round with a breath of fire affecting everyone in a
30'  long (and at  the  widest  point  about  10'  wide)
cone,  inflicting  3D6  in  heat  damage  to  them.
Everyone  in  this  zone  must  test  their  Dodging
against DD 12 + (size * 2) to take only half damage –
if there is a theoretic chance they might escape the
fire  breath.  A Critical  Success  means they take no
damage.  A  large  shield  can  be  used  to  defend
against 3 such attacks and is then destroyed by fire.
A medium shield can be used to defend against 2
such attacks and is then destroyed by fire. A small
shield  can  only  be  used  to  defend against  1  such
attack and is then destroyed by fire. The fire worm is
seen  as  especially  aggressive  and  is  connected  to
Surtr.  See  Mythical  Deities.  Usually  you find  fire
worms in the mountains, in deep caves and in ruins.

A fire worm forced to swim in water for one or more
rounds  will  lose  its  ability  to  breathe  fire  for  D6
hours. 

Crafts +D20 Stone Heart Power1 

≤ 15 Cannot cast spells
16-17 Spell-casters  can  cast  one  known  

spell extra each day
18-21 Spell-casters  can  cast  two  known  

spells extra each day
≥ 22 Spell-casters can cast  three known  

spells extra each day
1Stone hearts from fire worms are black.

Fire Worm
General Giant Worms (Drakes)
Size +10
Weight (lbs) ≈1600
Special Abilities Eagle's  Gaze,  Ettin  Eyes,  

Troll Nose
Skills
Acrobatics +6
Climbing +6
Fortitude +6
Perception +4
Stamina n/a
Tempo +45 (+70 Flying)
Tracking +45
Resistance
Cold 3
Electricity Immune
Heat Immune
Combat
Fright mod -6 (-7 Drake)
OV (MÊ) +10
DV +19 (+15 MI)
Dodging +2
Damage D8 + 1 + Fire Breath
HP 100
Weapon Natural

“Faint hearts never win fair ladies.”
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